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1950-1970 年代香港左傾藝術群體的活動情況 

On the activities of “left leaning” art communities in 1950s-1970s Hong Kong 

 

Kong: Not many people were organising exhibitions in Hong Kong at the time. City Hall 

could be considered the starting point, but many at first did not frequent the site. 

The “leftists” definitely would not go there. They boycotted the venue because it 

was established by the colonial government. Many “leftist” painters at the time 

refused to go to the City Hall. Every exhibition organised by artists used to be 

inspected by the Special Branch of the government. This is now a little known fact. 

Even Luis Chan had to go through political inspection by the Special Branch. Every 

painting had to be inspected and approved before it could be shown in an exhibition. 

The Special Branch of the police force! I am not exaggerating. Later on the 

exhibitions held at the City Hall did not need approval from the Special Branch, but it 

was still necessary to go through the Police Station.   

Szeto: The so-called “leftists” at the time see themselves as patriots because it was 

uncommon to label oneself a “leftist”. For example some schools back then would 

call themselves patriotic schools. Would you say there was any difference between a 

patriot and a “leftist” at the time? How was the social climate? 

Kong: At the time to be “leftist” was to be patriotic and vice versa, because Hong Kong was 

a colony. When we were still teenagers, it was obvious that those who were less well 

off were “leftists” while well-to-do families were in the “rightist” camp. The divide 

was very visible. Schools in Hong Kong such as Tak Ming and Tai Tung were clearly 
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“right” leaning; whereas Heung To and Pui Kiu were “left” leaning. These schools 

had very clear political positions. Meanwhile schools such as Pui Ching were in the 

middle. It was a matter of your personal political position. Back in the day when 

Mainland China was first liberated, it was common to have one or two “leftists” in 

middle-class families and schools. That certainly happened. I do not know if these 

people were arranged to be there for political necessity, but this is what I know. 

There were some people like that in Pui Ching where I studied; they were 

encouraging us to lean “left”.  

Szeto: Chan Hoi-ying founded Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts around that time, and he 

was also teaching at Heung To Middle School, which was “left” leaning. Do you know 

if there were any political content in the curriculum of Hong Kong Academy of Fine 

Arts?  

Kong: Definitely not. It was not a well-defined curriculum, all classes were taught orally. 

Since Chan Hoi-ying was a “leftist”, people thought Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts 

was a “leftist” school too. Right after Mainland China’s liberation, the “leftist” camp 

was very influential. This allowed the Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts to develop 

very well, and it was supported by many so-called “left-leaning” artists. 

Szeto: Were the Ling Hoi Art School and Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts both “left leaning” 

schools then? 

Kong: It was more so in Ling Hoi’s case. The “leftist” camp funded Ling Hoi. The Hong 

Kong Academy of Fine Arts was supported entirely by funds that Chan Hoi-ying 

raised himself.  

 

1950-1970 年代於不同機構教學及編寫教材的經歷 

On teaching and compiling materials for multiple institutions, 1950s-1970s 

 

Kong: I received my primary education from Kowloon Tong School. The principal, Yip But 

Chau, wanted very much to groom me. She said, “Kong Kai Ming, why don’t you 

come back to help out at the school.” Before I could teach I had to become a 

registered teacher. She said, “Aren’t you studying at Hong Kong Academy of Fine 

Arts?” And I thought, right, I was at the Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts. I could 

ask Chan Hoi-ying for help. At the time Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts did not 

confer any certificate to its graduates. But I needed one to register myself as a 

teacher, so I asked Chan Hoi-ying to make me one. My certificate number was 0001, 

the first ever conferred by Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts. At that time, teachers’ 

registration was taken care of by Michael Griffith of the Education Department. He 
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was British. I was clever enough to bring along some of my watercolour paintings 

but I did not know he liked watercolours. Turned out he was painting in watercolour 

himself. Throughout the process, he did not even look at my certificate, nor did he 

ask me any questions. He just looked at my paintings and said, “What is this about? 

You are not taking good care of these paintings, once they are complete you do not 

give them any attention.” That was what happened. I understood what he was 

saying in English but I could not speak the language. And so I became a registered 

teacher, but only of Grade II. I went to teach at the Kowloon Tong School. I was on 

good terms with the principal and she recommended me to attend a two-year 

evening course at Grantham Training College in preparation for my promotion to 

Grade I. That was when things took a turn for the worse. I was disqualified from 

teaching because the Special Branch thought I had connections with the “leftist” 

camp. That was it. I was not allowed to teach. 

Kong:  It was probably in 1974. The mainland wanted to unite art and cultural practitioners 

in Hong Kong for a trip back to the mainland. The person in charge was a “leftist”. 

One day I ran into him and he said to me, “We have one spot left for the trip. It is 

very cheap, you can visit a lot of places for just 300 dollars.” My roommate during 

that trip was Wong Kit Hung, who was working at the Department of Extramural 

Studies of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Those of us who draw never stop 

drawing no matter where we go. So he said to me, “You can draw, that is great.” He 

wanted to organise a distance learning course at Chinese University of Hong Kong. 

At that time, artists who received higher education in Taiwan dominated the 

Department of Extramural Studies and they taught mainly Western painting. The 

Department Head was King Chia Lun, to whom Wong Kit Hung introduced me. They 

said, “We do not have a classroom. You need to find a place somewhere else if you 

want to teach.” What could this be if not intimidation? But I was not going to give in. 

After all I had been drawing outdoors for many years, this was not going to 

intimidate me. I also just met Wong Kit Hong and did not want to embarrass him. I 

grew up on the streets after all. So I said, “All right, this is not at all in my favour but 

I will do it!” That was how I started teaching at Chinese University of Hong Kong.  

At the time the television station Commercial Television was newly established, and 

collaborated with Chinese University of Hong Kong on a short course on art. They 

published a textbook to complement the course. This was when I first started 

teaching. They needed someone to illustrate the textbook. The authors of the 

textbook and instructors of the course were all from the Colleges of Education, so 

they could teach and compile teaching materials, but none of them could illustrate. 
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Since I joined the team they assigned me the task. So I did a series of illustrations, 

as it was necessary for the textbooks to have illustrations as references. Just before 

the textbook was going into print, they wanted to include the background and 

qualifications of all editors and contributors. When they asked me I said, “I do not 

have any.” They said, “This cannot be. You not having any qualification will lower our 

collective standard.” Some of them did not approve. I replied, “All right then. Just 

give me back my illustrations.” It did not matter to me. I did not have to join that 

group. So who was going to sort this out? It was Lai Tim Cheong. He was the 

supervisor at the time. He said, “It is no big deal if we all do not put on our 

qualifications, right?” So in the end only the names of all contributors of the book 

were listed. This was how the textbook was published. 

Kong:  Apart from what I just said, Wong Kit Hung was the supervisor for distant learning 

courses. Someone had to compile the courses, so he asked me to help out. I met 

Huang Meng-tian in 1950s because I was sending my drawings to the Overseas 

Chinese Daily News. Huang was then a leading figure of the “left” leaning art 

community. I would go back to the Mainland to sketch at the time, and he said to me, 

“I want to introduce you to the Chairman of the Guangzhou Artists Association. He 

can write you a letter of recommendation so you can visit some of the art schools, 

right?” At the time Huang Duwei was the head of the Guangzhou Artists Association. 

He wrote me another recommendation so I could visit the Midsouth Art Academy. 

That was how I managed to visit. I saw the genuine works of Li Tiefu in the 

Academy’s library. Huang Duwei and I got along very well, maybe it was because of 

Huang Meng-tian’s recommendation. Huang Duwei gave me a pass for the Peace 

Bookstore. Peace Bookstore was one of the places that sold international 

publications in Guangzhou. The pass got me direct access to the restricted area of 

the bookstore reserved for professors. It was a privilege that was not enjoyed by 

everyone. I was so happy in the restricted area as there were many catalogues from 

various parts of the world and books published by universities. These books were 

not in circulation because they were usually for exchange only. These books were 

rather cheap so I bought a lot of them. There were publications both from 

communist as well as capitalist countries, the qualities were excellent and the prices 

were low. I compiled my teaching materials with them.  

 

與具不同政治取向的團體合作的經歷 

On being associated with groups with different political leanings 
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Szeto:   You were sketching on the streets, and your subject matter included historic 

monuments and cultural heritage of the Mainland and Hong Kong. Daily life is also 

heavily featured in your works, such as in this book Sketches of Life. The subject 

matter of your works seems to fit well with “leftist” ideas at the time, such as 

portraying the common people… 

Kong:  No, this came more from my own background. It has nothing to do with the 

“leftists”. 

Szeto: But maybe they took to your work’s content, and found it matching to their ideology, 

so they contacted you.  

Kong: Right, that was why they published my books. But in fact these books were not 

published by “leftist”, state-owned publishers. They were “left” leaning individuals 

who ran their own bookshops. I was drawing the everyday life of the social class I 

belonged to. 

Szeto: Perhaps your works served their propagandistic purposes, so they contacted you 

more frequently. For example they recommended you to illustrate for Wen Wei Po, 

the Youth Bookstore was publishing your books, etc. But on the other hand, British 

Hong Kong had her own set of education or cultural policy. Did you find that 

contradictory? Did your affiliation limit your access to exhibition venues?  

Kong: That did not happen. It could be said that I was both “left” and “right”. My first agent 

was South African. He still lives in Hong Kong and is a businessman who loves art. 

Because of him I became the first person to show at the American Club. I wonder if 

there were people who did that afterwards. The staff at the time told me I was the 

first. Afterwards the United States Information Service organised an exhibition for 

me at the American Library. The Director of Information Services was present at the 

opening. The American Express Bank also made an exception and hosted my solo 

exhibition at their bank lobby. My agent organised all of them because I did not 

know any foreigners. My second agent was the general manager of off-course 

betting in Hong Kong. He helped me publish a catalogue with the South China 

Morning Post, which included a preface by Lai Tim Cheong. I heard that one can still 

buy it in London. To date, none of my books was published by a real “leftist” 

publisher. I am still clueless about why the Joint Publishing or the Commercial Press 

has not published any of my books. So I did have some ties with foreigners, it is 

another story that I am called a “leftist” by some.. 

Szeto: Have you ever got into trouble or been criticised for certain painting, or for a political 

reason?  

Kong: No, I did not make that kind of work. As I said I was friendly with both “left” and 
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“right”. So why would I paint those things? I think being an artist, you are also a 

citizen. You can be interested in politics, but you should not participate in it. This is 

my principle, and I still say the same thing to my students. It is inappropriate for 

artists to participate in politics. But you must be aware of politics, because you are a 

citizen. I still follow this principle. This is why I can be friendly with both “left” and 

“right”. 

 

*** 


